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Fall 2012 Fishing Report
great start to A new season !
We were just 3 weeks into our peacock bass season and we
were already brandishing superlatives! How about the highest
average catch per angler … since we began 19 years ago! How
about experienced anglers (with many Amazon trips to their
credit) calling this the best trip they’ve ever been on! How about
perfect conditions, spectacular surroundings and total comfort?
In just the first 3 weeks, our specially configured Rio Madeira
basin trips proved themselves to be among the best in our history

…. Fall Notes ....
Fishing Shows - Come and see us at four
great fishing shows this winter. We’ll start off
the new year at the Dallas Safari Club show,
Jan. 3rd - 6th. From there, we head to Sacramento CA, Jan. 10th - 13th. The Safari Club
International extravaganza in Reno, NV, runs
from Jan. 23rd - 26th. You can visit us at the
Toronto Sportsmen's Show, Toronto, ON,
Canada, from Feb. 7th - 10th. We’ll also be
present at the Fishing Exposition in Suffern,
NY. From Feb. 28th - March 3rd. We’d love
to talk with you about peacock bass fishing
and our great trips. We always have special
offers, interesting seminars and great deals
available at these shows.
Peacock Bass Science - A recently
published research paper by Paul Reiss and
colleagues describing peacock bass color and
pattern variation is now available online.
Anglers can learn more about their quarry
here; www.scielo.br/scielo.php?pid=S167962252012000100006&script=sci_arttext
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… and they just got better. Conditions and catch rates stayed so good,
that we stayed an extra week and brought our next group here as well.
As anglers, we know that you should never leave them biting.
Our September peacock bass trips are truly something special. Limited to 8 anglers per week (that’s all the floatplane carries), these exclusive trips provide unmatched access to hordes of battling peacock
bass – they’ll send you home with tired arms and sore ribs just from
hauling them in! But there’s much, much more. You’ll experience

Igapo Açu yields 100+ fish / day!
unparalleled isolation in a magnificent wilderness. anglers fishing, caught a total of 1848 peacocks.
Literally hundreds of miles of pristine peacock
The big fish of the week was landed by Ed Campladen waters, surrounded by endless stretches of
bell of Mesa, Arizona
virgin forest. You’ll enjoy
A week later, our second
unsurpassed service from our
group of anglers arrived by
polished and experienced staff.
Cessna Caravan float plane,
You’ll relax in comfort in your
landing right on the Matupiri
roomy single occupancy cabin
and deplaning within yards of
with private bath and personal
the yacht. After hearing the
thermostats. Ah, and the food!
first groups’ success stories,
It’s really something special.
they headed right out fishing,
You’ll ruin your diet on the
intent on outdoing their results
unexpected variety of delicious
- and by the end of the week
meals, excellent wines and the
they succeeded. We came
“jungle-elegant” presentation
back down the Matupiri and
in our exotic-wood paneled,
fished our way through giant
air-conditioned dining room.
Lago Tacquia, ending up with
On our first group’s arri2348 fish for the group. Peter
Peter
val, we immediately began to
Sturm of Sweden took top
Sturm of
ascend and explore the fishing
honors with a 21 lb. monster.
Sweden,
on the magnificent Rio MatuHe acknowledged that nothing
hoists
piri. This lagoon studded river
as wild and exotic has ever
his 21 lb.
wends its way north from its
been seen in Sweden’s icy
Igapo Acu
headwaters and drains into
northern waters. Peter had an
trophy.
Lago Tacquia, the centerpiece
experience he’ll never forget.
of the Igapo Acu fishery. The
Our third group landed
numbers started off big right
right on the big lake, boarded
away as anglers returned daily with catch totals
the Blackwater ExOnly 6
ranging from 50 to 200 peacocks per boat. We
plorer and immedispaces Max.
worked our way upriver, probing well into the
ately went to work
8
headwaters area of the river. The group, with 7
left for
sam-

2013!

anglers
/group

(cont. on pg. 2)
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Igapo Açu Peacock Bass Bonanza

(cont’d)

pling the fish population. With a contingent of fly fishermen leading the result, our fourth group was also able to enjoy the hot fishing here,
catching 2463 peacocks with Leif Shepard topping the trophies at 19 lbs.
pace, the numbers once again reached astronomical levels. This fishery
We’ll be back again next season.
simply produces more peacock bass per
Blackwater Explorer - 2013 Igapo Açu Results
We plan on 4 weeks here during Sepangler per day than most people’s arms
tember, once again in this very special
can handle. Earl Hancock, of Ocala, FL
Statistics
Gp. 1
Gp. 2
Gp. 3
Gp. 4
Totals
format. There will be only 8 anglers
led the pack with an 18 pounder.
Total Peacocks
We just couldn’t leave. With these
1848
2384
2433
2463
9128 per group, arriving directly by floatplane. This logistic allows us to offer
great numbers and copious trophies, the
Biggest Fish
17 lb.
21 lb.
18 lb.
19
21 lb.
each angler a comfortable private
Igapo Acu was outfishing all other regional options. So, to take advantage of Trophies/week
31
27
24
16
98 cabin, the luxury and style of the
Blackwater Explorer and an opportuthe great conditions, we redirected our
Anglers/group
7
8
8
14
37
nity to enjoy this most amazing and
next group here as well. One of our
264
298
304
176
246 exclusive fishery.
design goals and one of the great advan- Avg. # /angler
Only 6 places remain available for
tages of the Blackwater Explorer is her River System Igapo Açu Igapo Açu Igapo Açu
Summary
2013 at $5250 per angler. As always,
great mobility. In this case, that mobility
use of our G. Loomis rods, Shimano reels and incredible numbers of
gave us the freedom to stay put an extra week and still move rapidly
hard-fighting peacock bass are all included, at no extra charge.
enough into the Rio Negro basin so that we wouldn’t miss a beat. As a

Fall 2012 Peacock Bass Exploratory Report
Our Search for New Waters Teaches us New Fishing Tactics
We said we weren’t too concerned about fishing - We said our real
goal, as in all of our exploratory trips, was to determine if an area is suitable for our clientele. Is there adequate space? Does the river have adequate structure for 8 anglers each week? What are the logistical considerations? This was work after all, wasn’t it? So when the water level was
a full meter too high upon our arrival, we just shrugged it off. We were
there a whole month early. Besides, we knew there were fish there, we
could hear the buggers splashing away in the jungle, just out of our reach.
Once the invitation from the association of local communities was received, we headed off to do our outfitter’s
duty and assess the remote Rio Peregrina, a
potential new peacock bass fishery in an
indigenous reserve at the Amazon fringe.
There’s lots of stuff to be done on an
exploratory trip. Lots of courtesy calls to
the local communities; lots of meetings
with the leadership; lots of paperwork, lots
of applications and lots of red tape; and
most of all, lots and lots of river running in
our heavily loaded outboards. But once we
finally got there and our camp was in place,
there was also an awful lot of motivation to
wet a line and test the waters.
So we did. Actually, anyone who knows
us at all knows that there was no way we
weren’t going to fish. Seriously, why else
do this work in the first place? New water,
new experiences and new possibilities. No
one would haul themselves this far through
endless jungle rivers if they didn’t live for the experience at the other end.
So, even if it would have meant no time to set up camp and sacrificing
even minimal comfort, we were going fishing anyway. And so we did.
But the water was still way too high. Listening to the heavy thrashing and splashing in the flooded forest, just yards beyond our reach was
disheartening. The more we threaded our casts through the trunks and
brush of the igapo, the more frustrating it became. An afternoon of
pounding the water and all we had to show for it was three small butterfly
peacocks (Cichla orinocensis). Well, at least there’d be dinner.
The next morning we hit the river early, planning to give it another
shot. It didn’t take long for the fish to remind us of something we should

have remembered all along - never presume to know the proper pattern for
a totally new fishing situation and don’t underestimate a fishery’s potential
- even if it isn’t reacting the way you expect it to. We were still trying to
put lures into the flooded forest (and we were still catching nothing but
wood), when a huge geyser of water exploded in the open water behind us.
“Was that a dolphin?” Our indigenous guide laughed and just shook his
head. Had he spoken, he would probably have said “stupid outsiders”.
Within nano-seconds, two big prop baits were launched into the still rippling water and two new explosions greeted them. We were both hooked
up with cracking big fish! In the ensuAn exploratory is all about ing pandemonium I lost mine, but a
the work of assessing an
few minutes later, my partner Wellingareas’ fishing potential …
ton eased a huge peacock bass (Cichla
but it’s way more fun when temensis) to the side of the boat. A
you get to fish a bit too — quick flick of my bogagrip and we
hauled a 21 pound trophy aboard!
and land beasts like
this 23 pounder. Wow, we had learned at least one fact
today. This river has big fish!
We just hadn’t been thinking. We
never noticed the lack of lurking dolphin, nor the loads of baitfish right out
in the middle of the lagoons and along
the banks of the river. Sure, there were
still plenty of fish splashing away in
the jungle, but the big guys had simply
gone where the food was, unconcerned
about mammalian predators. Now,
forgetting about the “jungle-thrashers”,
we went off hunting schools of bait.
There’s lots to be said for motivation, or as psychologists term it,
“gambler’s reinforcement”. Although it was hard work and yielded very
few fish, we caught several more of the big, open-water cruising beasts,
including a beautiful 23 pounder on a chopper and a 22 pound hog on a
jig. Die-hard’s to the end, we managed to succeed in spite of ourselves.
The fishery works. We’ve already started some preliminary discussions and we hope to be able to return when water levels are right next
time. Perhaps you’ll be one of the first to join us here and experience this
river’s great potential. Meanwhile, we’ll keep searching to find more
places like this to share with the anglers of the world, always focusing on
conservation, local cooperation and the sustainability of our projects.
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Our FloatinG BunGalows Go where the action is!

Acute Angling’s fall fishing results in our comfortable floating
bungalow camp have been so good that Amazon anglers may soon
forget the long-mourned Rio Unini. We are landing 5 twenty lb. plus
monsters and an astounding 30 or more “teeners” each week. Our
groups of up to 8 anglers land from 400 to 1000 peacocks per week.
Our success isn’t an accident. Per our government approved
contracts with regional Indian federations, we employ local guides
who know their river and how to find fish in all of its changing moods.
We plan our trip schedule in accord with each region’s unique hydraulic regime to optimize our ability to encounter proper water levels. We design our logistics so our clients succeed; we don’t just
blindly select the logistics that will be most profitable for the operator.
Our clients arrive comfortably and conveniently by floatplane,
literally delivered to the beach at our floating bungalow camp. There
are no interminable boat-rides, vans or lost fishing time. You just
step off the plane, stow your gear in your
For more great
air-conditioned cabin and go fishing. This
photos, see the
elegant logistic provides more than just
next page.
comfort; it allows us to fish where conditions are optimal. We are not tied to one
First time
stretch of one river in order to transfer
peacock bass
clients by boat. We simply find the best
angler, Bob
water, put ourselves in it and call in the
floatplane, anywhere in the system, even if Johnson was
it’s more than 150 miles from the limitaintroduced to
tions of other modes of access. After two
this gorgeous
decades operating here, we’ve gained the
22 lb trophy
experience that allows us to know exactly
on just his
how to ensure our anglers’ satisfaction.
Our early fall trips were in an unusual second day of
fishing.
fishery with a unique hydraulic regime.
Once the flood season ends here and the
river drops within its banks, dry season
water levels oscillate up and down in a
steady and short (≈ weekly) cycle. When
levels pulse up, fish concentrate in lagoon
mouths and back-eddies in the river itself.
When water levels drop back, fish spread
out, entering deeper into lagoons and
mostly forsaking the riverine structure.
These oscillations mean conditions in this
particular river are constantly changing, so we’ve learned that our
tactics and techniques here must change as well.
In this season’s first oscillation anglers succeeded only in a
small range of spots, but caught greater numbers than normal. A two
man team, with a noisy top-water prop lure and a peacock rattle jig
were most effective. This effect was so pronounced that anglers
might thoroughly fish an area with quiet lures only and never see a
sign of fish. But if they passed through again and raised a ruckus
with woodchoppers, fish would begin to respond to jigs. Once they
were teased into a feeding mode, things often began to escalate.
Suddenly, fish would literally appear out of the “woodwork”.
One of our boats arrived at a spot the guide was sure must hold
peacocks - a broad “flat” inside the upriver point of an oxbow lagoon
mouth, studded with well-spaced stands of molongoa (balsa wood)
and interspersed with tufts of emergent grass. After a futile pass with
subsurface lures, the guide convinced the anglers to return and work
it again, this time with a chopper and a jig. They both began casting
into the gaps penetrating the plant-life. At first, nothing changed, but
as they moved through again, they began to see fish reacting with
follows and rolls at the chopper. Suddenly the jig began to hook up
consistently, connecting with chunky butterfly peacocks (Cichla orinocensis) at almost every cast. Soon after the first few were landed,
the chopper also began to be attacked by the now turned-on gang of
predators. The fish were lured out from the structure by the noise of
the chopper and then their aggression was reinforced by the ensuing

fracas as they attacked the jig. Nothing gigantic at first, but landing
3 to 6 lb. peacocks is enormous fun, so the anglers kept at it, landing over two dozen, until the formula changed once again.
Suddenly a bigger explosion rocked the chopper, well off the
structure. After a solid hookset, the sound of a singing drag indicated a different kind of battle was underway. This was a heavier
fish. As the guide backed out, the fish began a series of tacklestraining runs. When a boga-grip was finally slipped on its lower
jaw, a beautiful 14 lb. paca (Cichla temensis – speckled pre-spawn
coloration) emerged from the water. After a few photos and a careful release, the anglers went back to work. The very next cast with
the chopper was greeted by an even bigger explosion; It didn’t take
long for everyone to realize that this was a big beast. Covering the
distance between the open water and the balsa wood in what
seemed like a split-second, a huge bow wave signaled the fish’s
retreat into the structure, lure, line and all.
Here’s where patience comes into play.
Gently and carefully, the angler gave
his opponent an opportunity to leave the
structure. Sweeping his rod tip low, toward the open water, he offered the fish a
means to reduce the pressure of the connection between them. The big peacock
accepted the momentary respite and
slowly finned his way out of the structure.
Gradually, the angler recaptured line until
the fish came into view of the boat. Then
both of them reacted intensely; the fish
hauling line off the drag as he raced into
the depths of the lagoon; the angler
stunned and shaking, holding on for dear
life. This was a very big beast. Bit by bit,
the fight settled into a bulldog battle of
stamina, but the angler had the mechanical advantage. Holding a high-tech rod
and reel combo in his hand, he sustained
run after line-peeling run from his opponent, until the fish no longer resisted and
allowed himself to be drifted into reach of
the bogagrip. Everyone’s eyes were wide
as the guide struggled to lift the monster.
A 23 lb. peacock bass in full açu coloration is a superb, eyeopening trophy (Cichla temensis – 3-barred spawning pattern).
The beautiful animal was carefully released and both anglers
said “lunchtime”! The guide shook his head “no”, pointing to the
structure and miming “cast”. The anglers sighed, looked at one
another and acquiesced. The guide was right; the fish were still
fired up. After another pass, the spot yielded even more piscine
bounty; an 8, 14, and16 lb’er. and another dozen or so butterflies.
Finally things quieted down and lunch time arrived for real. In fishing, knowledge is power. Had the anglers just moved on after their
initial unproductive pass, their day would have been very different.
A week later, dropping water drove fish deeper into the lagoons, where more conventional tactics took hold. The appearance
of optimal spawning structure attracted fish to newly shallow internal beaches while warming water triggered the courting behaviors
that help put big peacocks within angler’s reach. Their new accessibility and hair-trigger tempers at these times made the teasing tactics of a week before unnecessary; they simply exploded on prop
baits cast into their domains. Although numbers dropped off a bit,
productivity was steadier and the percentage of 20 pound monsters
and teeners, for which this particular river is known, stayed high.
If exciting peacock bass fishing in unique and isolated fisheries
is your cup of tannin-stained water, then this is your fishing trip.
Contact Paul or Garry Reiss at (866) 832-2987 or email us at:
webmaster@acuteangling.com. Agent inquiries are welcome.

Floating Bungalow Trip - 20+ pound Gallery
Martin
Lustig of
St. George,
UT needs
help to
hold his
“filhote”
catfish.

Peter Fooks of
Brisbane, Australia with a 26 lb.
Sorubim

Jerry Bennett, of
Springfield, MO,
with a 24 lb.
Sorubim caught
on a peacock rattle jig.

80+ lb.

24 lb.
26 lb.

Paul Reiss of
Acute Angling.

John Loehr of
Minneapolis,
MN.

20 lb.

23 lb.
20 lb.

Peter Fooks
of Brisbane,
Australia.

Ron
Ron
Richardson
of Harrison,
Richardson,
Harrison,
AR.
AR
Margie Dizon
of Parap, NT.
Australia.

22 lb.

20 lb.

21.5 lb.

Ricky Harris,
Darwin, NT
Australia

Col Roberts,
Broome, WA,
Australia.

20 lb.
21 lb.

24 lb.

Amazon Fringe Expeditions’ floating bungalow
camp can move as much as 35 miles in a day.
Our air-conditioned cabins are parked on beautiful, white sand beaches. Anglers are delivered right to camp in a Cessna Caravan float-

↑ Air-conditioned cabins with private bathrooms and hot showers ↑

Floating dining room ↑

Arriving anglers ↑

Blackwater Explorer - Igapo Açu Trophy Bonanza
Tom Anchell,
Ireland

Earl Hancock,
Ocala, FL

Wilson Cox,
Duluth, GA,

Rick Klotz,
Wellington,
FL,

Eric
Thomas,
Ft. Myers
Beach, FL

Randy
Hancock,
Marietta,
GA,

Steve
Mundy,
Zionsville, IN

Mike
Corrigan,
Inverness,
IL,

Peter Sturm,
Sweden

Kerry Symes,
Australia

21 lb.

Blackwater Explorer Rio Negro - Trophy Club
Max Latham,
Bowie, TX,

Mike Romei,
Granview,
Ohio

Rich DiSantis,
E. Hampton,
New York

20 lb.

J.P.
Latham
Arlington, TX,

Gary
Vick,
Mans
field,
TX,

Emmitt Wolz,
Caldwell, TX,
Randall Boyd,
Fort Worth,
Texas,

Tony Cuomo,
La Mesa, CA

21 lb.
Jimmie Hicks,
Williston, ND

20.5 lb.

Vito Portera,
Purchase, NY,

Blackwater Explorer - Rio Negro Basin - Preliminary Fishing Report
Our season here is just getting underway, but we’re off to a great start! Due to the dark, tannin-stained waters and the nature of the Rio
Negro tributaries we fish from mid-October on, the tendency is toward good numbers of fish caught with a rather high top end size.
That’s exactly what we’re seeing so far with averages hovering around 150 peacocks per angler per week and fish in the 20 pound
class caught every week. The photos above show some of the early trophies landed. As more data becomes available, we’ll have a full
report in our next issue of “Fishing News”. Of course, there’s still time for you to join us here this season and see for yourself.
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Amazon Tidbits - News from the RIVER
Even more amazing than the amazing fishes of the Amazon, is
the amount of rumor and gossip generated about it. This column will appear from time to time in an effort to report actual
news before it evolves into wildly inexplicable fiction.
New Rods and Reels for Rio Travessão Safari Camp and Amazon
Fringe Expeditions’ Floating Bungalow Camp - All of Acute Angling’s Brazilian fishing operations now boast top-quality fishing
equipment on site. Just as on our Blackwater Explorer yacht, brand
new, high-tech Gary Loomis series rods and Shimano reels are available for client use at no charge. We’ve even got heavy duty catfish
rods ready for wrestling with the giant piraiba catfish in our remote
variety species safari camp. Eliminate the hassle of lugging giant rod
tubes through airports along with the specter of expensive lost equipment. Anglers on our trips can travel lighter and enjoy excellent
equipment at the same time. Call ahead to reserve your gear.

accessing more of this primeval water and distributing fishing effort,
our anglers will have greater access to more of its population of
wildly varied exotic gamefish species.
Only Four Spaces Remain on 2013 Rio Travessão Trip - If you
think you’ve already done it all when it comes to fishing trips, but
you’ve not yet sampled the finned challengers on our Amazon mountain river Variety Safari trip, then you’re still missing one of the
greatest. Giant catfish, fanged payara, acrobatic bicuda, monstrous
trairão, pugnacious peacock bass and more make up a pair of outrageous grand slams that only a handful of anglers have ever achieved.

Blackwater Explorer Gets Upgraded Bar - Not only have we installed a beautiful new Brazilian hardwood bar on our open-air upper
deck, but we’ve stocked it with a broader array of quality liquors
than ever before. Now, in addition to enjoying our traditional Brazilian caipirinhas and great Brazilian beers, our new host, Rudolph, can
New Rio Travessão Outpost Camp - Our fishery in the Rio
mix your favorite cocktail on request. After a hard day’s fishing,
Travessão reservation is so large that we can’t easily traverse it to fish nothing is more satisfying than relaxing in our comfortable upper
its fringes. As a result, the upper reaches are left virtually untouched
deck lounge, enjoying the beverage of your choice from our open bar
throughout our season. The nearly half day of upriver travel needed to while exaggerating the day’s fishing stories, as fishermen love to do.
cover its extent leaves very little time for fishing if one intends to
make it back to our safari-style base camp in the same day. So,
Last Chance to Book at Old Prices - We’ve finally succumbed
we’ve installed an upriver outpost camp, making it unnecessary to
to the pressures of rising costs. With gas at $8.00 a gallon and diesel
return until you’re ready! Anglers can now maximize the productivjust a hair behind, we’ve no choice but to adjust our pricing. After
ity of their upriver excursions. Fish your way upriver and don’t worry two years of stalling, price increases will take effect on 2013 trips as
about the day slipping away. Take advantage of the late afternoon
of Jan. 1st. (You can see updated prices and our 2013 schedule on
and evening bite in this mostly unexplored water and then spend the
page 7. ) But we ’re also providing a grace period - a last chance to
night at the simple but comfortably prepared outpost. The next morn- book at old prices. If you’ve been planning to join us in the near
ing, you can start off fishing first thing, exploring the river’s multiple future, now is the time to pick your date. If you book before year
remote braids and then descend in a leisurely fashion to return to the
end, we’ll hold this year’s prices for next year’s trips. Buy yourself a
main base camp in plenty of time for caipirinhas (Happy Hour). By
holiday fishing gift ... and save a few bucks while you’re at it.

We get Mail - from the Hancock Family
We just got back from a fabulous fishing trip to Brazil--what an
adventure. The flying time was long but well worth the time. The
things we saw and the experiences we had were without
Earl Hancock of Ocala,
words. Earl caught this fish and
FL struggles to hold his
Randy sent this picture and informonster peacock bass.
mation to the IGFA for their
opinion as to its weight and was
told, according to their calculations of the fish and its measurements, its weight would be between 26 and 27 pounds. It is not
a world record but is within less
than three pounds if it did indeed
weigh 27 pounds.
We were 680 miles from
Manaus, Brazil. We flew to the
camp site from Manaus on an
eight passenger Cessna Caravan
float plane. We landed on the
river right in front of the beach on which the mobile camp was
located. We slept in floating bungalows with running water and
air conditioning. Everyone caught big fish but this was our biggest-- The Peacock Bass. One of our friends who went along

caught an 85 pound catfish--took 3 guys to hold it up for pictures. The catfish grow to over 100 pounds here but regardless it
was a huge fish. We caught several varieties of fish but none like
the Peacock Bass for its fighting
power. Here’s just a few highlights from our trip that I wanted
to share with you! Earl, Randy,
Vicki and I went and we had a
neighbor who lives here who also
went as well.
There is space for 8 people in
the camp, so an opening was
available for our friend to fill.
We fished from a Thursday afternoon until the following Wednesday and then flew back to Manaus
by float plane on Thursday morning. We left Manaus on Friday
because of our connection back to
Miami, spent the night in Miami and flew to Atlanta GA on Saturday. Vicki went on to Denver and from there to Red Feather
CO. Hope you all enjoy reading about this as much as we have enjoyed sharing this with you all!
Thanks - The Hancocks

2013 Trip Schedules & Prices
brazil Amazon season schedule

*Note - Available
spaces shown as
of Nov. 14, 2012

peacock Bass Floating Bungalow trip
Rio Negro Basin - fall 2013

Blackwater Explorer - peacock bass trips
winter 2013 / Fall 2013
#

Leaves Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

#

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

15

Dec. 28, 2012

Jan. 6, 2012

$4250

- 6 openings -

E1

Oct. 14th, 2013

Oct. 21st

$5250

- open -

16

Jan. 4, 2012

Jan. 11

$4250

- Full -

E2

Oct. 21st, 2013

Oct. 28th

$5250

- open -

17

Jan. 11, 2012

Jan. 18

$4250

- 6 openings -

E3

Oct. 28th, 2013

Nov. 4th

$5250

- open -

18

Jan. 18, 2012

Jan. 25

$4250

- openings -

E4

Nov. 4th, 2013

Nov. 11th

$5250

- open -

19

Jan. 25, 2012

Feb. 1

$4250

- open -

E5

Nov. 11th, 2013

Nov. 18th

$5250

- open -

20

Feb. 1, 2012

Feb. 8

$4250

- openings -

E6

Nov. 18th, 2013

Nov. 25th

$5250

- open -

21

Feb. 8, 2012

Feb. 15

$4250

- openings -

Nov. 25th, 2013

Dec. 2nd

Closed

Thanksgiving

22

Feb. 15, 2012

Feb. 22

$4250

- 8 openings -

E6

Dec. 2nd, 2013

Dec. 9th

$5250

- open -

23

Feb. 22, 2012

Mar. 1

$4250

- Full -

E7

Dec. 9th, 2013

Dec. 16th

$5250

- open -

24

Mar. 1, 2012

Mar. 8

$4250

- open -

E8

Dec. 16th, 2013

Dec. 23rd

$5250

- open -

MultiMulti-species variety - Rio Travessão - 2013

Fall 2013 Season - Igapo Açu - Tuesday Transfers
1

Sept. 10, 2013

Sept. 17

$5250

- Full -

#

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

2

Sept. 17, 2013

Sept. 24

$5250

- 3 openings -

T1

Jan 6th, 2014

Jan. 13th

$5250

- open -

3

Sept. 24, 2013

Oct. 1

$5250

- 3 openings -

T2

Jan. 13th, 2014

Jan. 20th

$5250

- open -

4

Oct. 1, 2013

Oct. 8

$5250

- Full -

T3

Jan. 20th, 2014

Jan. 27th

$5250

- open -

Fall 2013 Season - Rio Negro Basin - Friday Transfers -

T4

Jan. 27th, 2014

Feb. 3rd

$5250

- open -

5

Oct. 11, 2013

Oct. 18

$4750

- openings -

T5

Feb. 3rd, 2014

Feb. 10th

$5250

- open -

6

Oct. 18, 2013

Oct. 25

$4750

- open -

T6

Feb. 10th, 2014

Feb. 17th

$5250

- open -

7

Oct. 25, 2013

Nov. 1

$4750

- open -

8

Nov. 1, 2013

Nov. 8

$4750

- Full -

#

Departs Manaus

Area

Price

Availability

9

Nov. 8, 2013

Nov. 15

$4750

- Full -

FB

January.

Rio Branco Basin

Variable

- group only

10

Nov. 15, 2013

Nov. 22

$4750

- open -

WB

February

Rio Branco Basin

Variable

- group only

11

Nov. 22, 2013

Nov. 29

$4750

- open -

12

Nov. 29, 2013

Dec. 6

$4750

- open -

13

Dec. 6, 2013

Dec. 13

$4750

- open -

Dec. 13, 2013

Dec. 27

Closed

Happy Holidays

floating bungalow camp CharterCharter- 2013/14

Please Note - Peacock bass fishing is controlled by ambient conditions.
In order to ensure a quality experience and productive fishing for our
clients, projected river and date combinations are always subject to
change due to several factors; access to the fishery named, changing
weather conditions and optimal water levels. If factors prevent the use
of a planned region or fishery on specified dates, an alternative fishery
may be used, or alternative dates and/or rainchecks may be offered.

2012—
2012—13 worldwide trip options
RIO PARISMINA LODGE - TARPON AND MORE - 2012/13

freshwater Golden Dorado - Argentina

#

Fishing Days

Format

Price

Availability

#

Depart Buenos Aires

Fishing Days

Price

Availability

P3

3 days

2 per room

$2300

- year round -

DB

Dorado Cua / Capita

6 Days/bus

$2900

Sept. - June

P4

4 days

2 per room

$2800

- year round -

DV

Dorado Cua / Capita

6 Days/van

$3600

Sept. - June

P5

7 days

2 per room

$4700

- year round -

DA

Dorado Cua / Capita

6 Days/air

$3900

Sept. - June

P6

Individual Pricing

1 per room

Add 8%

- year round -

DS

Dorado Cua / Capita

Delete days

- $250 each

Sept. - June

Join us on the fishing trip of a lifetime!

Toll-free - Paul Reiss - (866) 832-2987

Garry Reiss - (866) 431-1668
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